ACXIOM (owned by C.I.A.-led Blackrock, controlled by Hillary) moving “data onboarding” operation from Little Rock, AR to China

We are at war with China.
ACXIOM (owned by C.I.A.-led Blackrock, controlled by Hillary) moving “data onboarding” operation from Little Rock, AR to China; Hillary’s man Jerry C. Jones dumps his stock ahead of announcement to shareholders

On Dec. 01, 2017 (http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#obama-fascist-eo-13718-iot), NIST published the (treasonous) CENC findings whose advisors are the tech-left of Silicon Valley, chaired by BLACKROCK’S chairman Thomas E. Donilon and co-chaired by IBM’S former chairman Samuel J. Palmisano. See http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#obama-fascist-eo-13718-iot (http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#obama-fascist-eo-13718-iot)


Axiom’s largest shareholder is Blackrock, the world’s largest C.I.A.-controlled shadow bank; Blackrock went public one month before Clinton abolished Glass-Steagall and then led the way in the ill-fated mortgage-backed securities fiasco. Blackrock chair Thomas E. Donilon co-chaired with IBM’s Samuel J. Palmisano Obama’s “Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity (http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#obama-cenc)” (Feb. 09, 2016) while also strengthening his 8,000 stay-behinds in the Senior Executive Service (SES). Donilon is currently a C.I.A. advisor.

On Sep. 17, 2018 (https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-09-17-Acxiom-Corporation-ACXM-DEFA14A-Schedule-14A-Information-Frequently-Asked-Questions-Regarding-Equity-Award-Treatment-In-IPG-Transaction-For-AMS-Employees-In-China-SEC-Edgar-Sep-17-2018.pdf), ACXIOM issued a press notice to shareholders describing how their shares would be transferred to Shanghai, China and be awarded from China in the future, and that they could only sell their shares in China, managed by HSBC.

Learn more:

Hillary Clinton Controls 50,000 FBI Encryption Keys – Proves Mueller’s Witch Hunt is Treasonous

Update on Jerry C. Jones:

> On Dec. 31, 2003, Timothy Berners-Lee was knighted by Queen Elizabeth "for services to the global development of the Internet."[1409]
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